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Abstract 

 

 This thesis presents experimental studies of gas phase molecular relaxation after excitation 

with synchrotron photons in the 15-35 eV and in the 70-350 eV regions. 

In the 15-35 eV region, molecular relaxation by neutral dissociation processes and non 

Franck-Condon effects in N2 and O2 molecules have been studied by means of dispersed fluorescence 

and photoelectron spectroscopy experimental techniques, respectively. From the dispersed 

fluorescence data, excitation functions for the measured atomic fluorescence spectra have been 

obtained. From the recorded photoelectron spectra vibrational branching ratios have been produced. 

The results obtained reveal that Rydberg series and singly and doubly excited valence states of the 

appropriate symmetry energetically accessible in the studied region and interactions between them 

account for most of the observed effects in these two type of experiments. 

In the 70-350 eV range, molecular relaxation processes resulting in fragmentation of CD4 and 

SF6 after absorption of synchrotron light have been studied by energy resolved electron ion 

coincidence technique using a multicoincidence experimental station developed by our group during 

the last five years for such type of experiments. The coincidence measurements yielded mass spectra 

from which information about the kinematics of the detected fragments has been deduced by means of 

Monte Carlo simulations of the experimental peak shapes. The obtained results show completely 

different dissociation patterns depending on the molecular electronic states studied. These patterns 

reflect the bonding properties of the excited orbitals and they permit the description and in some cases 

the identification of the different molecular relaxation pathways observed. The achievements 

presented in this thesis exemplify the potential of the multicoincidence station used in the reported 

experiments. 
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Preface 
 
 A team effort has been necessary to achieve the results presented in this thesis. Therefore, first 
of all, I shall introduce the members of the team that has made possible this work. 
 
Team:  
J. Álvarez Ruiz, P. Erman, A. Karawajczyk, A. Kivimäki, E. Melero García, E. Rachlew-Källne, K. 
Yoshiki Franzén (Stockholm). M. Stankiewicz, P. Winiarczyk (Krakow). S. Aksela, M. Huttula, E. 
Kukk (Oulu). L. Veseth (Oslo) and P. Hatherly (Reading).  
 
 This doctoral thesis is based on research carried out under the period February 1998-August 
2002 at the Section of Atomic and Molecular Physics at the Royal Institute of Technology. The thesis 
main objective is to present the performed work in a clear and self-explanatory manner. I sincerely 
hope the thesis main goal is achieved entirely throughout. However, I apologize to the reader in 
advance for any inappropriate or misleading explanation there might be. 
 This thesis consists of an introductory part and eight scientific papers. The introductory part 
contains four chapters. Chapter 1 is an introduction to the research performed and its significance 
within the atomic and molecular physics research field and its influence in other areas of scientific 
knowledge. Chapter 2 contains a summary of the main theoretical background involved in the present 
experiments and a summary of the methods used for our computations. Chapter 3 describes the 
synchrotron radiation source used to implement the experiments. Besides, it describes the 
experimental detection and data analysis techniques used during the experiments. Finally, chapter 4 
provides highlights of the main obtained results. 
 
 
 

Jaume Rius i Riu  
August 2002   
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Chapter 1 _______________________________________________________ 
 

Introduction 
 

This thesis presents the work developed from February 1998 until August 2002 in the field of 

experimental atomic and molecular physics. In particular, the experiments described in this thesis deal 

with the processes taking place on free and non-interacting molecules after photon absorption in the 

VUV and X-ray regions. The efforts have been focused mainly on experimental studies of molecular 

relaxation dynamics and molecular structure. Since the basics of this area of knowledge is the 

interaction between radiation (light) and matter, it plays an important role in the development of 

fundamental physics and chemistry and consequently, several natural sciences and technology 

disciplines are directly affected by the progresses achieved in this field. Subjects as diverse as 

environmental science (for example, ozone formation and dissociation) [1], biological sciences (for 

example, cockroach reproduction control) [2] or medical, electrical power and aeronautic technologies 

[3 and references therein] use the fundamental understanding gained by means of atomic and 

molecular studies of the appropriate systems to continuously increase the knowledge in their own 

fields. 

Half of this thesis is dedicated to investigations of molecular relaxation dynamics and 

structure of N2 and O2 after excitation with VUV photons in the range of 15 to 34 eV. For the past 

eleven years the group at the atomic and molecular physics department (KTH) has been involved in 

the study of fragmentation and ionization of small molecules. In particular, experiments on ionization 

of N2 molecules to the B state of the N2
+ ion combined with many-body perturbation theory 

calculations provided experimental evidence of the existence of Non Rydberg Doubly Excited 

Resonances (NRDERs) in valence excitation region [4] predicted already in 1979 by G. Wendin [5]. 

These states are short-lived, with lifetimes of the order of femtoseconds and therefore very difficult to 

detect experimentally. Conveniently, dispersed fluorescence measurements [6] of vibrationally 

resolved emission lines of the (1,2) and (0,1) N2
+ (B-X) transitions produced by absorption of VUV 

photons yielded the branching ratio spectra which compared with the calculations provided by Prof. L. 

Veseth allowed the assignment of the experimental features observed as NRDERs, with electron 

configurations such that favored their autoionization to the B state of the N2
+ molecular ion. Similar 

studies have been developed on other diatomic molecules such as CO and NO [7]. Papers I to IV 

present the efforts carried out by means of dispersed fluorescence and photoelectron spectroscopy 

experiments, using synchrotron light as excitation source, to achieve a clearer understanding of the 

molecular structure and relaxation pathways of N2 and O2. As it is explained further, excited states of 

Rydberg and non-Rydberg character play a crucial role in the relaxation of these molecules. A recent 
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review on the subject reports more experimental evidence of NRDERs after synchrotron excitation [8]. 

Also, electron-energy-loss spectroscopy [9], asymmetric (e, 2e) experiments [10] and Auger decay 

measurements of core excited nitrogen atoms [11] inform of the existence of doubly excited states in 

the corresponding energy regions. Besides the direct application of these results on the development of 

molecular quantum mechanics and quantum chemistry models, the knowledge gained in these 

fundamental studies is useful for example in atmospheric science [12], astrophysics [13], condense 

matter physics [14] and also technological efforts in industry and science as important as the 

development of X-ray lasers [15]. 

The second part of this thesis is dedicated to investigations of molecular relaxation dynamics 

resulting in fragmentation of SF6 and CD4 after excitation with synchrotron light in the range of 70 to 

350 eV. All the included coincidence experiments use a newly built experimental station for angular-

resolved coincidence measurements with energy-resolved electrons, which is described in detail in a 

forthcoming publication. Chapter 3, however, includes a self-contained and comprehensive description 

of the station. The design, construction, set up and testing of the station have occupied most of the 

time of the last five years. The main objective of this experimental station is to allow the study of 

molecular fragmentation following core or valence ionization correlating energy- (and angular-) 

resolved electrons and mass-resolved ions in a coincidence experiment, i.e. to permit the complete 

experiments in molecular photoionization [16]. In particular, this thesis presents Energy Resolved 

Electron Ion COincidence (EREICO) measurements on the SF6 and CD4 molecules. This type of 

experiments have revealed themselves a powerful tool in studies of complex molecular relaxation 

scenarios such as the effects of nuclear motion in the molecular dissociation after resonant Auger 

decay in core-excited molecules [17]. Therefore, EREICO measurements of SF6 can bring new 

information of great relevance in the field of for instance, environmental protection. The sulfur 

hexafluoride molecule strongly contributes to the earth’s global warm up by greenhouse effect. 

Therefore, its decomposition needs to be carefully studied, described and understood [18]. Besides, 

gas phase SF6 fragmentation studies are relevant directly all the SF6 plasma technology developed for 

ultra-large scale etching applications [19]. The deuteromethane molecule, CD4, is of interest for a large 

variety of research fields. Among others, photochemistry [20,21], astrophysics [22] and elementary 

particle physics [23] need of the knowledge gained in molecular relaxation dynamics studies such as 

those presented in this thesis. 
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Chapter 2 _______________________________________________________ 
 

Theoretical method 
 

All the experiments included in this thesis study the relaxation mechanisms of the excited 

molecules following photon absorption. Depending on the energy absorbed by the molecules, different 

relaxation scenarios become possible. The quantum mechanical formulation of the fundamental laws 

of molecular physics and molecular quantum mechanics involved in the present studies are widely 

treated in the literature at all levels [24,25,26,27,28,29]. Therefore, they are not extensively discussed 

in this thesis. Instead, the principles and models describing each of the possible scenarios are 

summarized. 

 

2.1 The Franck-Condon principle 
 

The main physical principle, common to the N2 and O2 studies presented in papers I to IV, is 

the Franck-Condon principle [30,31]. This principle states that the electron “jump” in a molecular 

transition takes place so rapidly in comparison to the vibrational motion of the nuclei that 

immediately after the electron “jump” the nuclei still have very nearly the same relative position and 

velocity as before the” jump” [25]. Thus, when an electronic transition occurs, as the one exemplified 

in Fig. 1, only vertical jumps can take place between vibrational levels of the two different electronic 

states represented by the lower and upper potential curves in the figure. Hence, one can assume that 

within the time in which an electronic transition occurs, the nuclei of the diatomic molecule have 
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Fig. 1. Transition between two electronic 
states in a molecule. According to the 
Franck-Condon principle the transition 
occurs vertically in the diagram, in the 
direction indicated by the arrow. 
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hardly changed their position at all. Thus, if we want to investigate the spectra of a particular 

electronic transition theoretically, the Franck-Condon principle allows us to separate the wave 

functions describing the initial ( iΨ ) and final states ( fΨ ) into an electronic wave function, which 

describes only the electron motion, and a vibrational wave function, which describes just the nuclei 

vibrational motion. 

 i,vibri,eleci ΨΨ=Ψ      (1) 

 f,vibrf,elecf ΨΨ=Ψ      (2) 

There, we neglect rotational motion since it does not change the further consideration. For the 

same reason, the dipole moment operator M  can be separated into an electronic and a nuclear part as 

 nuclelec M M =M +      (3) 

The transition dipole moment between the initial and final states can then be written as 

i,vibri,elecnuclf,vibrf,eleci,vibri,elecelecf,vibrf,elec

i,vibri,elecnuclelecf,vibrf,elecif M

ΨΨΨΨ+ΨΨΨΨ=

=ΨΨ+ΨΨ=ΨΨ

MM

MM
  (4) 

The second term is zero since the operator Mnucl does not depend on the electronic coordinates 

leaving the orthogonal wave functions i,elecΨ  and f,elecΨ  unchanged. The remaining first term is 

nucli,vibrf,vibreleci,elecelecf,elec

i,vibri,elecelecf,vibrf,elec

dd τΨΨτΨΨ=

=ΨΨΨΨ

∫∫ ∗∗ M

M
   (5) 

Where elecdτ  and nucldτ  are the respective volume elements of the space of the electronic 

and nuclear coordinates. The second integral can assume non-zero values since the vibrational wave 

functions associated to different electronic states are not orthogonal.  

Thus, the emission intensity of an electronic transition between two different states including 

the vibrations of the nuclei can be expressed as follows [25] 

2

,,
2

'
4

2

,,

2

,,'
4

'''

R

M

nuclivibrfvibrev

nuclivibrfvibrelecielecelecfelecv
em

vv

dN

ddNI

τν

ττν

ΨΨ⋅⋅⋅∝

ΨΨΨΨ⋅⋅∝

∫
∫∫

∗

∗∗

  (6) 

Similarly, the absorption intensity can be expressed as [25] 
2

,,
2

''''' R nuclivibrfvibrev
abs
vv dNI τν ΨΨ⋅⋅⋅∝ ∫ ∗

 

  (7)

 Where ν  is the energy difference between the initial and final states expressed in wave 

number units. Nv’ and Nv’’ are the upper and final state populations, respectively. Re
2 is the electronic 

transition moment for the particular electronic transition studied and the squared integral is the Franck-

Condon factor that indicates the overlap between the initial and final vibrational wave functions.  
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Eq. (6) and (7) are a key result to understand the studies presented in papers I to IV. The 

neutral dissociation studies presented in section 2.2 (papers I and II) are based on the excitation 

functions of the atomic emission lines observed after synchrotron excitation of O2 and N2 molecules. 

Specifically, paper I presents the relative population of the upper levels of the observed atomic 

transitions. Paper II presents a slight variation of the excitation function concept, the formation rate 

functions. The details of the data analysis process to obtain these functions are discussed in section 

3.3.1. The non Franck-Condon behavior studies presented in this thesis (papers III and IV) are based 

on the calculation of the branching ratio between two different vibronic transitions i’’ ! j’ and i’’ ! 

l’ as described in section 3.3.2. The branching ratios help to reveal whether a transition between two 

electronic states of the molecule has taken place directly, involving only the initial and final levels, or 

if it has involved more intermediate levels, as schematized in Fig. 2, giving rise to so-called non 

Franck-Condon effects. The theoretical background describing such effects is presented in section 

2.1.1 below.  

 

2.1.1 Non Franck-Condon effects 

 

 The use of branching ratios measurements combined with theoretical calculations has 

identified very shortly lived autoionizing states in the case of the N2 [4,5] and CO molecules [7]. In 

papers III and IV photoelectron spectroscopy has been used to study the photoionization of N2 to the 

N2
+ A 2Πu state and of O2 to the O2

+ X 2Πg state in the 19-34 eV photon energy region. From eq. (7) 

the branching ratio R of two particular vibronic transitions i’’ ! j’ and i’’ ! l’ can be obtained as 

(e- detection)

i’’
ABX

direct ionization

autoionization

l’

j’
AB+

F

i’’i’’

(AB)*

ABX

(e- detection)

l’l’

j’

(e- detection)

i’’i’’
ABX

direct ionization

autoionization

l’l’

j’j’
AB+

F

i’’i’’

(AB)*

ABX

(e- detection)

l’l’

j’

 
Fig. 2. Schematics of the simultaneous excitation to states 
ABF

+ and (AB)*, which leads to deviation of the 
vibrational populations of  j’> and  l’> achieved if they 
are populated just by direct ionization. This produces non 
Franck-Condon effects in the vibrational branching ratios. 
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R is a value proportional to the overlap integral between the two vibrational states of the two 

electronic states involved in the transition. The function R is almost constant with the excitation 

energy for a specific initial vibronic state 〉i'' of ABX; i.e. as long as the transitions between i’’!j’ 

and i’’! l’ occur directly [30,31]. However, if a third state is involved in the transition, large 

deviations from the Franck-Condon level predicted by eq. (8) might appear at the excitation energies 

where this third state is resonantly accessible, as schematized in Fig. 2. At these energies, the state 

(AB)* might be populated. Therefore, it can rapidly autoionize to the states 〉l'  and 〉'j  contributing 

to the population of these states together with the direct ionization process populating them 

simultaneously. Thus, the population of these vibrational levels differs in this case from when they are 

populated only through direct ionization from ABX to ABF
+. These variations of the population are 

reflected in the experimentally measured vibrational branching ratios as structures around the constant 

Franck-Condon level of a given transition; i.e. as non Franck-Condon effects. This is the theoretical 

basis of the discussion contained in papers III and IV. 

 

2.2 Neutral dissociation 
 

Neutral dissociation of a diatomic molecule can occur when the molecule absorbs a photon 

and instead of ejecting an electron (autoionization), it reaches an excited state that makes the molecule 

to break into two neutral atomic fragments (predissociation) [24]. These two processes might also 

occur at the same time since autoionization takes place in time scales around 10-12 to 10-16 seconds 

whereas predissociation occurs for time scales shorter than 10-13 seconds. This subject has extensively 

been reviewed [24] and therefore this section describes exclusively the parts directly related to the 

studies performed in papers I and II. There, dispersed fluorescence from excited atomic N and O 

fragments respectively has been measured. The atomic emission has been studied as a function of the 

excitation energy by means of excitation functions of the upper atomic states involved in the observed 

emissions. The neutral fragmentation process studied in papers I and II can be formulated as follows: 

 

ABX + hν ! (AB)* ! A* + B    (9) 
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Where ABX is the molecule in its ground state, (AB)* is the molecule in an excited state and 

A* is the excited atomic fragment that fluoresces and B is the second atomic fragment in the ground 

state. The situation described above can be represented in terms of the potential curves of the states 

involved (Fig. 3). The molecule absorbs a photon and the electron transition takes the molecule from 

the ground state ABX to the ionic state I by crossing it at a or to the excited state (AB)* by crossing at 

b. At the crossing point a, the molecule is still within the well of the molecular ionic state I and since 

the crossing point a is lying higher up than the dissociation limit for (AB)* it can lead to dissociation 

at the limit c through curve crossing between I and (AB)*. At the crossing point b the molecule is 

clearly above the well of the molecular state (AB)* and dissociation at the limit c is also possible.  

Note that the whole picture works for both attractive (AB)* states (as in Fig. 3) or repulsive 

(AB)* states as is further discussed in chapter 4 and papers I and II, as long as the dissociation limit is 

the same for both types of states. Therefore, from the explanation above it follows that by detecting 

the presence of the fragments A* and/or B, the dynamical path responsible for the production of these 

fragments can be followed. In papers I and II, the detection of the fragments is achieved by measuring 

the fluorescence produced by the excited atomic fragment A*, when it de-excites to a lower energy 

state by emitting photons, as schematized in Fig. 4. From the detected fluorescence, we can identify 

the states of the fragments produced. Hence, the energy level of the dissociation limit of the activated 

fragmentation channel can be established. Therefore, one can study the existing molecular states in the 

region and establish correlations, using theoretical computations, which explain the molecular 

dissociation through the observed fragmentation channels [5,32]. 
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Fig. 3. Potential curves corresponding to neutral 
dissociation through a superexcited state (AB)*. 
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To interpret the non Franck-Condon effects and neutral dissociation observed in papers I to IV 

calculations are required providing information about candidate states which can be the origin for the 

observed spectra. The studies included in the thesis about neutral dissociation and non Franck-Condon 

effects have been analyzed by comparing the experimental results with many-body perturbation 

computations [33,34,35,36]. In section 2.5 the calculation method used and the nature of the molecular 

states involved in the studies presented in papers I to IV are discussed. 

 

2.3 Dissociation after outer orbital ionization 
 

When the photon energy absorbed is high enough to excite valence electrons to mainly 

Rydberg and continuum states there is a competition between autoionization and dissociation. If the 

excitation energy is high enough the ejection of the valence electron leads to an ion that is often 

predissociated by curve crossing with repulsive dissociative states or directly dissociated if enough 

excitation energy is transferred to vibrational energy of the nuclei [24]. A summary of the main 

processes in photoionization and photodissociation of molecules is schematized in Fig. 5 [37]. As the 

absorbed energy is larger than the Ionization Potential (I.P.) the molecule may be ionized and/or 

dissociated either via direct process or via doorway state (AB)*. For energies in the vicinity of the I.P. 

the latter process is the dominant and gives rise to ionic species (AB+, A±, B±) or fluorescence from the 

excited ions or neutral alike. The (AB)+ ion can be formed in this energy region via autoionization of 

the (AB)* state while the atomic ions can be formed in predissociation either into A+ + B* or into ion 

pairs A+ + B-. However, autoionization of the excited fragments has also been observed for excitation 

energies around the I.P. [38]. The excited fragments might also fluoresce, as indicated in Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 4. Schematics of the neutral dissociation process studied in 
papers I and II. The atomic fragment A* is produced in an 
excited state which de-excites by emitting photons and the 
atomic fragment B is produced in its ground state and 
therefore, it does not fluoresce. 
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Nevertheless, autoionization occurring on a timescale of 10-12 to 10-15 seconds is together with 

predissociation the most important decay processes from neutral molecular excited states. For this 

reason, these neutral molecular excited states are rarely observed in photoemission spectroscopy [39]. 

In papers V to VIII we study the dissociation after inner and outer valence ionization of CD4 

and SF6 molecules (and after core excitation for the CD4 molecule) by means of an energy resolved 

electron ion coincidence technique (discussed in detail in chapter 3). The excitation energies used in 

the valence studies are well above the I.P. (70 eV for CD4 and 100 eV for SF6) but below the core 

level excitation in both molecules, as exemplified in Fig. 6 for the SF6 molecule [40]. The selective 

ionization of the different outer and inner valence orbitals in both molecules yields completely 

different mass spectra. The spectra reveal state dependent dissociation following distinct electronic 

states of the molecule. This dependence reflects the bonding properties of the potential surfaces 

involved in the studied processes. In case of the CD4 studies the results are strongly influenced by the 

Jahn-Teller effect that distorts the CD4
+ ground state after 1t2 valence electron ionization. Therefore, 

this effect is discussed in the following section. A summary of the results obtained is presented in 

chapter 4. 
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Fig. 5. Main processes in photoionization and photodissociation of molecules above
I.P. schematized for a diatomic for simplicity. Neutral dissociation as well as
dissociative ionization are included [37]. 
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2.3.1 Jahn-Teller effect 

 

In a degenerate electronic state there are several sub-levels (splitting) of each vibrational level 

if degenerate vibrational modes are excited. The excitation of degenerated vibrational modes yields as 

many component levels as many vibronic species exist in the particular vibrational level excited [41]. 

To evaluate the magnitude of the split components, Jahn and Teller considered the splitting of the 

potential function for non-totally symmetric displacements of the nuclei. They found that there is 

always at least one non-totally symmetric normal coordinate for which the splitting of the potential 

function is such that instead of two coinciding minima, there are two separate minima at nonzero 

values of the particular normal coordinate [42]. This is schematically shown in Fig. 7. The strong 

vibronic interaction distorts the degenerate molecular state and forces it to decay to a lower symmetry. 

This is the so-called Jahn-Teller effect.  

 
 

Fig. 6. Energy level diagram for the relevant SF6 orbitals studied during the experiments presented in paper 
VII of this thesis. The orbitals studied are (1t1g+[5t1u1t2u]), (3eg+1t2g), 4t1u and 5a1g. 
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In the studies of methane (CH4), which is a tetrahedral molecule with electronic configuration 

(1a1)2(2a1)2(1t2)6 as for deuteromethane (CD4), it is shown that removing a 1t2 electron leaves a CH4
+ 

ion in a 2T2 state. This is a triply degenerate state strongly distorted by Jahn-Teller interactions. The 

Jahn-Teller distortion leaves the CH4
+ ion in stable structures either in C2v or C3v symmetries [43]. 

This plays a crucial role in the dissociation of the CD4
+ molecular ion after direct ionization of the 

outermost molecular orbital and also in the molecular relaxation by Auger decay as further discussed 

in chapter 4 and papers VI and VIII. For this reason a summary of the Auger decay processes is given 

in the next section. 

 

2.4 Auger processes after core excitation 
 

The creation of a core hole by core-level photoabsorption deposits a great amount of energy in 

the molecule. Therefore, fast electronic relaxation processes (in the order of 10-15 seconds) follow 

creating multiply ionized molecules in well-defined electronic states. These provide unambiguous 

starting conditions for the subsequent molecular dissociation processes [44]. The relaxation starts 

when an outer orbital electron fills the core hole formed. The initial state can be core-excited or core 

ionized, and can be regarded as an intermediate state between the initial and final states of the 

electronic excitation and subsequent relaxation process. The energy released by this process can be 

transferred to an ejected electron or emitted as a photon. When the electron carries the energy, the 

v

Q

 

 

Fig. 7. Potential function projection of a non-linear molecule
in a degenerate electronic state when the vibronic interaction is
large. Q is a non-totally symmetric normal coordinate (usually
degenerate) that gives rise to strong Jahn-Teller interaction.
The zero vibronic interaction is shown as a dotted curve [41]. 
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process is know as Auger decay [45]. Depending upon whether the intermediate state is a core-to-

valence/Rydberg excited state or a core-ionized state, one distinguishes between resonant Auger 

(populating two-hole one-electron (2h1e) or one-hole (1h) final states) and (normal) Auger decay 

(where two-hole (2h) final states are populated) [46]. 

Normal Auger decay can be described as the ejection of the core electron to the continuum 
(using excitation energies higher than the threshold for core excitation) and the following Auger 
electron ejected when an outer electron fills the core hole. Hence, two electrons are promoted to 
continuum; the Auger electron and the core electron, giving rise to a doubly charged molecular ion. A 
scheme of the Auger process on the deuteromethane molecule is presented in Fig. 8. Resonant Auger 
decay refers to the Auger-like decay of core-excited molecules and covers several processes where the 
core electron promoted to the valence region remains as spectator or participates into the relaxation 
process. If the promoted core electron participates in the subsequent decay by filling the core hole the 
process is called participator Auger decay while if it stays in the valence region it is called spectator 
Auger decay. Hence, the participator final states (1h) are usually found at lower binding energies than 
the spectator final states (2h 1e) [46]. Fig. 9. presents a diagram for a two-step interpretation of such 
processes. For states where the core electron is promoted to Rydberg orbitals, which are far from the 
core hole, the spectator decay is a dominant process. For states where the core electron is promoted to 
a non-occupied valence orbital the participator decay process can also occur.  
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Fig. 8. Normal Auger decay scheme for the 
CD4 molecule, from paper VI. 
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Since the (1h) final state created by participator Auger decay (with a vacancy in a valence 

orbital) is the same as the final state reached by direct valence photoionization of the same valence 

orbital, participator Auger decay can be used as a probe to extract the effect of the nuclear motion in 

the core excited state [17]. This is the basis of the results obtained in the experiment described in paper 

VIII for the CD4 molecule. A summary of the results is presented as well in chapter 4. 

 

2.5 Computational methods 
 

 In papers I to IV ab initio calculations using many-body perturbation theory have been 

implemented to analyze the experimental data. Cross sections, branching ratios for photoionization, 

vertical excitation energies, transition moments and autoionizing rates of non Rydberg singly and 

doubly excited resonances have been computed. The full explanation of the method used is given in 

[33,34] and [35,36] respectively. Thus, just a brief summary of each part is given below. 

 

Participator Spectator

hν

 
Fig. 9. The participator [(1h) final state, 
left] and spectator [(2h 1e) final state, right] 
models describing resonant Auger decay 
from core excited states. 
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2.5.1 Cross sections 

 

 The present method to compute cross sections for molecular photoionization is based on an 

integral equation that relates the real polarizability on the imaginary frequency axis to the 

photoionization cross section. Many-body perturbation theory with a complete perturbation expansion 

up to second order in the Coulomb interaction is used. This allows correlation effects to be 

comprehensibly included in the computations (together with interchannel coupling effects like the 2σu 

shape-resonance [47,48]). The computations obtain polarizabilities for imaginary frequencies from 

which the cross sections are calculated. The polarizabilities are obtained by inverting an integral 

equation using the analytic continuation method [33].  

Summarizing, the dynamic polarizability α(ω) represents the linear response of a molecule to 

an external electric field and can be formulated as  

p = α(ω).F      (10) 

where p is the electric dipole moment and F is the applied external field. Assuming a known 

form of the external field F and its orientation along the space fixed axis z, the corresponding time 

dependent external perturbative potential can be calculated. Hence, α(ω) can be expressed in terms of 

the eigenvalues Ek and eigenstates |Ψk〉  of the zero field Hamiltonian. Consequently, the mean value of 

the electric dipole moment 〈p〉  and thus, the polarizability α(ω) can be expressed in terms of the 

interaction between the external field and the zero field eigenstates |Ψk〉  mentioned above, using time 

dependent many-body expansion [33] as presented in eq. (11) where |Ψ0〉  and |Ψ1
±〉  are the 

components of the first order, time dependent wave function of the ground state |Ψ(1)(t)〉 . 
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Besides, the linear response of a physical system to an external perturbation is also given by 

the generalized polarizability (or susceptibility) α(ω) defined as [49] 

∫
∞

ωα=ωα
0

ti dte)t()(      (12) 

Hence, since ω may now be regarded as a complex variable ω ! ω + iµ because the 

properties of the α(w) function defined in eq. (12), and by using the Kramers-Kroning dispersion 

relations for the real (Reα(ω)) and imaginary (Imα(ω)) parts of α(ω) provided by eq. (12) and taking 

the Cauchy principal value of the resulting integrals, we can write  
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∫
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dt)(Im2)i(      (13) 

 Since the cross section of photoionization is given by Imα(ω) [33] through  

)(Im
c

4)( ωα⋅ω⋅π=ωσ       (14) 

Combining eqs. (13) and (14) we obtain the integral equation that permits, using this method, 

to derive the values of the cross sections. 
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This is a Fredholm integral equation. Therefore, from the computed many-body values of 

α(iµ) provided by eq. (11) it is possible to invert this integral equation to obtain the photoionization 

cross section, using a standard method, which is described in detail in [33]. Papers III and IV present 

partial cross sections or branching ratios which are computed for a series of internuclear separations 

around the initial state equilibrium internuclear separation. The necessary vibrational wave functions 

are obtained from known RKR ground state potential curves [50,51]. 

 

2.5.2 Non Rydberg excited states  

 

 The fragmentation or ionization dynamics of valence excited molecules can be studied using 

theoretical computations of existing molecular states in the region. These computations provide 

correlations between the experimental features and adequate candidate states. In papers I to IV, two 

types of autoionizing states appear as candidates to induce the observed effects: series of Rydberg 

states and non Rydberg singly and doubly excited states. The Rydberg states converging to the well 

known ionic states (Rydberg series) of the N2 and O2 molecules referred to in papers I to IV are well 

described in the literature [32,50,51,52,53] and therefore, they are not further discussed here since no 

computations have been required to identify them. Conversely, Non Rydberg Doubly Excited 

Resonances (NRDERs), although theoretically predicted long time ago [5], have remained 

experimentally unobserved until recently the first experimental evidence appeared [4]. However, 

detailed calculations of the excitation energies, transition dipole moments (oscillators strengths) and 

autoionization rates of the considered excited states (states lying usually well above the ionization 

threshold and therefore, decaying through autoionization) are required to positively identify the 

experimental features as NRDERs. Again, the method used for such calculation is many-body 

perturbation theory for general model spaces (quasidegenerate theory) [36]. This method has already 

been described in detail somewhere else [35,36]. Thus, here a brief summary is just included. 
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 The main idea of the model used is to replace the complete exact stationary Schrödinger 

equation, H Ψk = Ek Ψk, (where   H = H0 + V   and   H0 Λk = E k
(0) Λk) by a simpler effective one 

Heff Ψ0
k = Ek Ψ0

k     (16) 

defined through the help of the following projection operators  

i
Pi

iP ΛΛ= ∑
∈

 and Q = 1 – P    (17) 

which acts as follows 

  P Ψk = Ψ0
k      (18) 

and the operator Ω  which acts as reverse of P 

Ψk = Ω Ψ0
k      (19) 

 Thus, the effective Hamiltonian is defined as  

Heff = P H Ω P      (20) 

which, after a lengthy derivation [36] leads to a workable perturbation expression for Heff  given as 
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  (21) 

The exact energies of the system are obtained from eq. (21) by diagonalizing the resulting 

finite effective Hamiltonian matrix with elements 

)2(
kl

)1(
kl

)0(
klleffkkl WWWHW ++=ΛΛ= ... k,l ∈ P.   (22) 

The transition moments are calculated in the following manner. Assuming that Dµ is a 

component of the electric dipole operator, using eq. (19) we can write 

0
l

†0
klk DD ΨΩΩΨ=ΨΨ µµ     (23) 

The eigenstates of Heff are linear combinations of members of the model space P, so 

∑
∈

Λ=Ψ
Pi

iki
0
k C      (24) 

where the coefficients Cki are obtained by diagonalizing the matrix Wkl of eq. (22).  

Thus the matrix elements of the effective transition moment operator within the model space 

Ω† Dµ Ω are worked out from 

i
†

j
Pj,i

li
*
kjlk DCCD ΛΩΩΛ=ΨΨ µ

∈
µ ∑    (25) 

in the same way as those of the effective Hamiltonian provided in eq. (22), up to a second order 

approximation. 
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 The energy of a highly excited molecular state is generally above the ionization threshold of 

the molecules. Therefore, it usually decays via autoionization. Thus, the autoionization rates are 

calculated as follows 

!

t
2 e)t(

Γ−
=Ψ       (26) 

where Γ is the rate of autoionization. The lifetime of the state is thus τ = !/Γ. And the nonstationary 

character of the autoionizing states, leads to complex energies  

z0 = E - iΓ/2      (27) 

Thus, the autoionization rate is obtained from the small imaginary part of the complex energy. 

This imaginary part of the energy appears in the energy term Wkl
(2) of eq. (22) after the derivation 

presented in [36]. In the papers I to IV presented in this thesis, the perturbation expansion is carried 

out to second order. The model space P used comprises 200-300 states of different symmetries and 

multiplicities. This allows for interactions between a large number of the most important 

configurations to be included. All the calculations of the vertical excitation energies, transition 

moments from the ground state and lifetimes are carried out at the ground state equilibrium 

internuclear distance for each studied molecule. 

 

2.5.3 Dalton quantum chemistry program  

 

 In paper VI quantum chemistry calculations of the molecular structure and relaxation 

dynamics of the core ionized deuteromethane have been implemented to interpret the experimental 

data. The effort has been focused on the understanding of the dissociation of the doubly ionized 

molecule CH4
2+ (CD4

2+) created by the electronic Auger decay. The energies and geometries used in 

the computations for the CH4 molecule and its fragments have been obtained using multiconfiguration 

self-consistent-field (MCSCF) approach in the complete-active-space optimization employing the cc-

pVDZ basis [54] set (except for the core ionized molecule). The calculations have been performed 

using the DALTON quantum chemistry code [55]. The code is a powerful quantum chemistry 

program for the calculation of molecular properties with SCF, MP2, MCSCF or CC wave functions. 

The strengths of the program are among others the areas of molecular potential energy surfaces, both 

for static and dynamical investigations. The latter aspect has been the one mainly employed in the 

study presented in paper VI. The program code, its characteristics and its full description are available 

at the web address: http://www.kjemi.uio.no/software/dalton/dalton.html. However, the flow diagram 

of the dynamic walk calculations implemented on the CD4 molecule and discussed in paper VI is 

presented in Fig. 10 below. 

http://www.kjemi.uio.no/software/dalton/dalton.html
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Fig. 10. Flow diagram of the dynamic walk computations implemented to obtain the molecular energies 
of the neutral and ionic CD4 and its fragments by ab initio Hartree-Fock configuration interaction and 
multiconfiguration self-consistent field methods, using the program DALTON and the cc-pVDZ basis set 
[paper VI]. 
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Chapter 3 _______________________________________________________ 
 
 Experimental method 
 

The main objective of this thesis is to present the results obtained after four and a half years of 

experimental research. Therefore, it is necessary to present and comprehensibly describe the tools 

chosen to perform the studies included here. Below follows a brief summary of the light source used to 

generate the required excitation photons, MAX synchrotron radiation source. Next follows the 

different arrangements employed to deliver suitable synchrotron radiation frequencies depending on 

the experiments to be performed, MAX I beam line 52 and MAX II beam line I411. Then, a 

description of the experimental detection techniques used during the experimental beam times follows; 

dispersed fluorescence, photoelectron spectroscopy and energy resolved electron ion coincidences. 

Finally, the data analysis methods utilized to obtain the relevant physical information from the raw 

measured data are presented.  

 
3.1 Synchrotron light 

 

 The MAX synchrotron radiation source in Lund, Sweden, presented in Fig. 11 provides the 

photons required to perform our experiments. MAX is a Swedish National Laboratory supporting three 

distinct areas of research: accelerator physics, research based on the use of synchrotron radiation and 

nuclear physics research using energetic electrons.  

Fig. 11. Schematic of the MAX LAB synchrotron radiation source, in Lund. Three 
rings are currently present although only MAX I and MAX II are operational. The 
labels I411, 52, etc indicate the different beam lines [MAX LAB web site]. 
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The facility consists of three different storage rings; one under construction (MAX III), which 

will operate at 700 MeV providing a source in the UV range, and two currently operative ones (MAX 

I and MAX II). MAX I is a 550 MeV electron storage ring in operation since the mid eighties. It is 

injected from a racetrack microtron operating at energies up to 100 MeV. MAX I has several operating 

modes: multibunch, single bunch and pulse stretcher for nuclear physics. MAX II is a 1.5 GeV third 

generation electron storage ring for synchrotron radiation. Table I shows the main storage ring 

parameters of MAX I and MAX II. 

 

 MAX I MAX II 
Electron energy 550 MeV 1.5 GeV 
Circumference 32.4 m 90 m 
Current 250 mA 250 mA 
RF 500 MHz 500 MHz 
Bunch length 80 ps 20 ps 
Beam lifetime 4 h > 10 h 
Number of straight sections 4 10 
Table I. Main technical data of MAX I and MAX II storage rings [56]. 

 

3.1.1 Synchrotron light generation 

 

The name synchrotron light comes after the type of machine in which this light was first 

observed, a synchrotron [57]. This machine is an electron storage cavity shaped as a closed ring, 

which inside is kept at ultra high vacuum (approximately 10-10 mbar). Inside the cavity are confined 

electrons traveling at speeds higher than 99.99% the speed of light, c = 3x105 km/s. These electrons 

are forced by magnetic fields to bend at some points to follow the circular shape of the ring. At these 

bending points, the electrons emit radiation; i.e. light, in the forward direction. This light emission 

comes as a result of the force, which is acting on them when they are bent by an applied magnetic 

field. A much more detailed and advanced description of the synchrotron radiation and synchrotron 

facilities is widely available in the literature [57,58]. A summary of the different light generation 

within a synchrotron facility depending on the bending device used follows below, before describing 

in more detail the beam lines used for the experiments presented on this thesis.  

An accelerated charged particle, as an electron in a synchrotron ring, emits light. Thus, 

depending on the device used to bend their trajectories synchrotron light with different properties is 

produced. The first and simplest devices generating synchrotron light are Bending Magnets (BM). 

They are non-straight paths of the storage ring where the electrons are deflected by dipole magnets. 

The radiation is emitted at the bending point in the forward direction. This light is highly polarized 

with the electric field vector E of the emitted radiation confined to the orbital plane and in the 

direction of the instantaneous acceleration; i.e. in the orbit’s radial direction [58]. The second type of 
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devices used for synchrotron light generation is the so-called Insertion Devices (ID). These devices are 

straight sections inserted on the straight electron path of the ring. There are mainly two types of ID, 

wigglers and undulators. Both types consist of straight arrays of permanent magnets; one array is 

located above the electron trajectory (top) and the other below (bottom). The arrangement of the top 

and bottom arrays is such that the magnetic field is of alternating direction perpendicular to the 

electron path. Thus, the electrons wiggle their way through the correspondent ID. The main 

characteristics of each ID are the following: 

Undulators: The light generation is based on constructive interferences. These constructive 

interferences take place when the period of the sinusoidal electron oscillation when passing through 

the undulator matches the wavelength of the emitted light [46]. Thus, the spectrum obtained from an 

undulator has sharp interference maxima spread over a wide energy range. The position of these 

maxima change by varying the strength of the magnetic field, which can be done in practice by 

changing the distance between the two arrays of permanent magnets (the so-called gap). The typical 

light properties of an undulator-based beam line are the following. The photon energy range is usually 

50 to 1500 eV with typical energy resolution of E/dE ≈ 103-104 and a flux of ≈ 1012-1013 photons/s. 

However, the exact values for the magnitudes listed above depend on the specifications of the optical 

elements mounted in the beam line. 

Wigglers: These ID do not work with interference. The period of the magnetic field in a 

wiggler is smaller than the period of an undulator and the strength of the magnetic field is larger (some 

wigglers use superconductive magnets). Thus, wigglers usually generate photons with energy above 

1500 eV. As with undulators the typical energy resolution is E/dE ≈ 103-104 and the flux is ≈ 1012-1013 

photons/s depending on the optical elements mounted in the beam line.  

 Although the light generated in the BM and ID has the basic characteristics to be useful in 

experiments, it needs several optical components to be transmitted to the experimental region with the 

proper focusing and spot size conditions and it needs a device which provides the user with the 

freedom to tune the light to a desired wavelength. These essential elements are external to the electron 

storage ring and are situated in what is usually referred as a beam line. The elements of a beam line 

determine the type of experiments that can be implemented. In the next sections the beam lines used 

for the experiments presented in this thesis are described. 

 

3.1.2 MAX I beam line 52 

 

MAX I beam line 52 (BL 52) source is a bending magnet. A summary of the main technical 

data about BL 52 is provided in Table II. The synchrotron light generated at the bending magnet hits a 

gold-coated spherical mirror 10 m away from the source point. This mirror focuses the radiation onto 
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the entrance slit of a 1 m normal incidence monochromator with a grating groove density of 1200 

l/mm. Both the spherical mirror and the monochromator are kept under ultrahigh vacuum conditions 

(~10-10 mbar). The normal incidence monochromator (NIM) provides photons in the energy range of 5 

to 35 eV. The monochromatic radiation is focused to the monochromator’s exit slit, after which it 

enters a toroidal refocusing mirror chamber. There the light is refocused into the experimental 

chamber via a differential pumping stage. The light spot area at the focus point of the toroidal 

refocusing mirror is around 1 to 2 mm2. The differential pumping stage permits measurements on 

gases as well as on solids [59], since in this stage the pressure is kept at 10-8 mbar by a cryopump. Fig. 

12 presents a schematic of MAX I BL 52 used during the experiments discussed in this thesis. 
 

MAX I Beam Line 52 
Technical Data: 

 

Source: Bending magnet. 
Pre-focusing optics: Spherical mirror. 
Monochromator: 1 m NIM with 1200 l/mm grating. 
Energy range: 5 - 35 eV. 
Energy resolution E/dE: ~ 103. 
Re-focusing optics: Toroidal mirror. 
Photon flux on sample: ~ 1010 ph/s. 

Table II. Summary of the main technical data from MAX I BL 52 [60]. 

 

The measured photon flux spectrum provided by BL 52 is presented in Fig. 13. This spectrum 

is measured using a Si-diode. The photon flux is peaked at 550 Å giving around 1010 photons/s with 

200 µm slits at 100 mA ring current. Under these conditions the bandwidth of the generated radiation 
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Fig.12. Schematic view of the MAX I BL 52 [60]. The different 
optical elements installed in the beam line are indicated. 
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varies between 60-120 meV in the 15 to 35 eV energy range. At wavelengths longer than 1000 Å there 

is a considerable contribution from higher order light [60]. This beam line has been used for all the 

experiments presented in papers I to IV. 

 

3.1.3 MAX II beam line I411 

 

The soft X-ray beam line I411 [61] has been operational since January 1999. This beam line 

uses a high brilliance undulator photon source. The usable photon energy range in this beam line is 

from 50 to 1500 eV and a modified Zeiss SX-700 plane grating monochromator monochromatizes the 

radiation. The end station on the beam line is equipped with an angle resolving high resolution Scienta 

SES-200 hemispherical electron analyzer. Independently from the end station there is also a so called 

one-meter section, which is for users own experiments.  
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Fig 13. Photon flux from MAX I BL 52 from [60]. 

 

 
Fig 14. View of the MAX II beam line I411 with the installed elements [MAX LAB web site]. 
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The experiments presented in papers V to VIII have been performed in this one-meter section. 

The experimental equipment was placed in it, having previously removed the existing one-meter 

vacuum pipe. However, in this beamline experiments can be done not only in gas phase but also in 

metal vapors, liquids and thin films using a wide range of spectroscopic techniques due to the features 

of the end station [62]. A view of the complete beamline is presented in Fig. 14. And the optical layout 

is schematized in Fig 15. 

 

 

A summary of the main technical data about beam line I411 is provided in Table III below. 

 

Beam Line I411 Technical 
Data: 

 

Source: Undulator, period = 59 mm, 43 
periods 

Pre-focusing optics: Horizontally focusing spherical 
mirror 

Monochromator: Modified SX-700 with 1220 
l/mm grating and a plane-
elliptical focusing mirror 

Energy range: 50 - ~1500 eV 
Energy resolution E/dE: E/DE = 103 – 104 
Re-focusing optics: Toroidal mirror 
Photon flux on sample: 1011 – 1013 ph/s 

Table III. Summary of the main technical data from beam line I411. 

 

The photon flux at the end station from beam line I411 is summarized in Fig. 16. Accordingly, 

having described how we can generate the light with the different characteristics necessary to perform 

the experiments, we proceed with the presentation of the experimental techniques used throughout the 

studies carried out. 

 
Fig 15. Optical layout MAX II beam line I411, EXP1 indicates the one-meter section [MAX LAB web site]. 
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Fig 16. Summary of the photon flux from MAX II beam line I411 [MAX LAB web site]. 
 

3.2 Detection techniques 
 

This section comprises the instrumentation and arrangements used to measure the quantities of 

interest i.e. which type of detectors and detection configurations are used. The data presented in the 

articles included in this thesis have been obtained using the following experimental techniques: 

Dispersed Fluorescence (DF), PhotoElectron Spectroscopy (PES) and Energy Resolved Electron Ion 

COincidences (EREICO), which are described in sections 3.2.1, 3.2.2 and 3.2.3 respectively.  

 

3.2.1 Dispersed fluorescence 

 

All the experiments performed using this detection technique were carried out at beam line 52. 

They are discussed in papers I and II and in chapter 4 of this thesis. Summarizing, after synchrotron 

photon absorption the molecules can break up into atomic fragments, some of them in excited states. 

These fragments can emit photons of different energies to get rid of the excess energy coming from 

the absorbed synchrotron photon at the beginning of the process. The emission of this light by the 

fragments created after the absorption on the synchrotron photon is called synchrotron radiation-

induced fluorescence. Since the fluorescence photons have different energies, it is necessary to select 

them by their energies to learn what has happened to the molecule after the photoabsorption process. 

This is called dispersed fluorescence technique. 
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A schematic view of the dispersed fluorescence set-up used during the experiments is 

presented in Fig. 17. The dispersed fluorescence experiments are performed in the following manner. 

The synchrotron radiation from beam line 52 enters through a differential pumping chamber (10-7 

mbar) into the experimental chamber, which is filled with the target gas (10-2 mbar) via a glass 

capillary of inner diameter 3 mm. The background pressures in the differential pumping stage chamber 

is kept in the 10-7 mbar range by several 60 l/s turbo-molecular pumps. The emitted fluorescence 

passes a glass window and is collected by a lens system and focused onto the entrance slit of Jobin 

Yvon spectrometer. This is a 46 cm spectrometer with 600 and 1200 grooves/mm gratings providing 

resolution of 1 Å in the 400-1000 nm range [63]. After passing the spectrometer the dispersed 

fluorescence reaches a CCD (charged coupled device)(1) position sensitive detector, which allows 

recording of an entire spectrum in one measurement [64]. This particular CCD system has a detector 

size 25 mm × 8 mm consisting of 1024 × 256 pixels and it allows high detection efficiency together 

with a low level of dark current(2) by using a liquid nitrogen cooling system [63]. A PC using 

commercial software displays the measured intensity as a function of wavelength and stores the 

obtained data.  

 

 

                                                           
(1)A CCD (charged coupled device) detector is a two-dimensional array of semiconducting pixels each capable of 
trapping the electrons originated in the semiconducting material by incoming photon, in a potential well. The 
acquired charge in each pixel after a certain acquisition time is readout by shifting the charge from one pixel to 
another until it reaches the output electronics. (2)Dark currents are leakage currents, which result in unwanted 
charge build-up in the pixels without any incident radiation. Dark currents have a strong thermal dependence. 
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Fig. 17. Schematic view over the dispersed fluorescence experimental setup [60]. 
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3.2.2 Photoelectron spectroscopy 

 

When the molecules of the studied gas absorb the incoming photons, they might break up into 

electrons, ions and neutral atoms. By measuring the velocities and directions in the space of the 

fragments produced after the absorption of the synchrotron photon, the process that creates them can 

be studied. In PES one measures precisely the velocities of the electrons. This has been performed 

during the experiments described in papers III and IV. A schematic view of the PES experimental 

station used is shown in Fig. 18. The photoelectron spectra of the studied gases are measured by 

letting the monochromatic photons into the experimental station. The experimental station consists of 

a vacuum chamber made of stainless steel, the vacuum equipment and the detection instruments. It is 1 

m long (to be compatible with the requirements for beam line I411 in MAX II) and 1.25 m wide. It has 

more than 22 CF ports and more than 500 bolts! It has electro-polished inner surfaces to minimize the 

surface area, i.e. optimize the pumping speed. It can rotate 360 degrees around the synchrotron light 

axis with a rotation axis variation less than 50 µm to allow for angular resolved measurements. The 

vacuum chamber is kept under a constant background pressure below 5x10-6 mbar during the 

measurements by a couple of 250 l/s water-cooled turbo pumps, one evacuating the main chamber and 

the other pumping the spectrometer directly. A 300 l/s water-cooled turbo pump differentially pumps 

the used gas cell. There, the studied gas is confined with pressures 10-100 times above the chamber’s 

ambient pressure.  

 

 
Fig. 18. Schematic view of the experimental station used during the PES 
measurements in MAX I BL 52. 
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The photoelectron spectra are acquired using a 125 mm mean radius electrostatic 

hemispherical electron deflection analyser [Omicron model EA125], presented in Fig. 19. It has 

variable entrance and exit rectangular slits, which can vary from 1x12 mm to 6x12 mm, or circular 

slits, from 1 mm to 6 mm diameter. The electron-collecting lens stack can be operated in low (x1), 

medium (x2) and high (x5) magnification modes. The EA is equipped with a five-channeltron array 

detector across the exit plane of the hemispherical analyser, placed along the dispersive direction. The 

best achievable electron kinetic energy resolution is about 6.5 meV for pass energy of 1 eV [65]. The 

electronics and data acquisition software can differ depending on the type of performed experiment. 

For the photoelectron spectra measurements implemented during the experiments involved in this 

thesis, a commercial electronics and data acquisition set is used. For electron-ion coincidence 

measurements, a home developed electronics and data acquisition arrangement can conveniently be 

installed, as discussed in the next section. 

 

 

During the experiments included in this thesis, the spectra have been measured with the 

electron spectrometer at the “magic” angle, 57.4 degrees with respect to the direction of the 

polarization of the synchrotron light, to remove the anisotropy of the emitted fragments [66].  

 

 

Fig. 19. The electron spectrometer used for the PES measurements. 
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3.2.3 Energy Resolved Electron Ion COincidence (EREICO) 

 

This is the detection technique used during the experiments presented in papers V to VIII. The 

set up forms an electron-ion coincidence spectrometer schematically presented in Fig. 20 a). It 

comprises the 125-mm electrostatic hemispherical electron energy analyser described in the previous 

section, coupled with a modified Wiley-McLaren Time-Of-Flight (TOF) ion analyser. The TOF 

analyser is a home built, 119 mm free drift length instrument with the working parameters assuring the 

spatial focusing conditions [67]. The design parameters of this analyser are presented in Table IV.  

 

IR radius (s) [mm] First accelerating stage 
(d) [mm] 

DT 
[mm] 

Second accelerating stage 
(e) [mm] 

1.5 3-3.5 119 2 
Table IV. Summary of TOF spectrometer parameters. The distances s, d, DT and e are schematized in Fig. 20 b). 

 

The scheme of the TOF analyser geometry is presented in Fig. 20 b). The TOF analyser is 

mounted on a goniometer allowing for its 0-90 degrees rotation with respect to the electron analyser 

entrance lens stack and perpendicularly to the photon beam. The axis of rotation is carefully aligned 

along the synchrotron radiation beam. A confined gas source, which is an integral part of the TOF 

spectrometer, provides a target pressure 10-100 times above the chamber pressure. During the 

measurements, the chamber pressure is kept constant below 6·10-6 mbar. Again, the measurements are 

performed at the magic angle (54.7 degrees) with respect to the synchrotron light’s polarization plane. 

 

 

 
Fig 20. a) Electron-ion coincidence arrangement. b) Scheme of the geometrical TOF analyser parameters. 
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Fig. 21. Electronic and data acquisition arrangement used for EREICO measurements. The lower logic unit 
and gate generator panels represent the TOF measuring electronics. The upper logic unit and gate generator 
panels schematize the noise filter used (see text for details). 

 

To perform the present EREICO measurements the following procedure is followed. Firstly, 

the electron spectra at the selected excitation energies are measured. The applied analyser settings 

(slits width, pass energy value, magnification mode) are chosen to achieve an optimal balance between 

electron detection efficiency and electron kinetic energy resolution needed. After tuning the 

synchrotron radiation to the desired photon energy the electron analyser parameters are set to detect 

electrons originating only from a chosen state. Thus, we ensure that only one particular electronic state 

is observed when registering the EREICO measurements. Next, the electron energy analyser 

commercial electronic and data acquisition system is replaced by a custom made set. The scheme of 

our electronic and data acquisition arrangement used for such EREICO measurements is presented in 

Fig. 21. Briefly, the signals from the EA channeltrons are collected and amplified by Ortec 120VT 

preamplifiers. Next, the signals are fed into Ortec CFD discriminators with a threshold set to 

discriminate the noise signals. From the discriminator outputs, the signals are fed into a logic unit with 

a level of coincidence 1, which ensures generation of an output pulse for each event at any of the 

inputs (e.g. the channeltrons). The output of the logic unit is connected to the START input of the 

Time to Digital Converter (TDC). The ion signal is generated from the micro channel plate detector of 

the TOF analyzer and amplified via an Ortec 120VT amplifier. The resulting signal is fed via the Ortec 

CFD to the STOP input of the TDC card. The TDC card is a PC extension card model 7886 by FAST 

Comtec. It is a 2 GHz real time multiscaler with time resolution of 500 ps per channel and maximum 

number of 2 million channels per spectrum. The card is installed in a PC with the appropriate software 

for data acquisition, storage and display. The electronic arrangement used avoids as well the loose of 

the measured spectra when electromagnetic noises existing in the environment of the laboratory 
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appear. The electromagnetic noise is characterized by the fact that if it affects the data acquisition 

electronics, it is picked up simultaneously in all detecting channels i.e. both in the electron and the ion 

detecting channels. Thus, by connecting all the detecting channels to a logic unit with a level of 

coincidence two, an output signal from the logic unit is generated every time any two detecting 

channels provide simultaneous inputs to the logic unit. This output signal is fed via a gate and delay 

generator to the ABORT input of the TDC card, which makes the card stop recording events for a 

prefixed period of time, as is represented by the upper logic unit and gate generator panels 

schematized in Fig. 21. 

 

3.3 Data analysis techniques 
 

The data analysis techniques are used to extract from the raw, measured data the information 

necessary to understand the studied physical process. This section presents the data analysis performed 

to the data obtained that leads to the results discussed in this thesis. The biggest concern of the data 

analysis processes described is to identify and extract from the raw data the instrumental- and noise-

originated information before trying to understand and interpret it following a particular physical 

model as presented in sections 3.3.1 to 3.3.4. 

 

3.3.1 Excitation functions  

  

 The conclusions on neutral dissociation presented in this thesis are deduced from the dispersed 

fluorescence data measured from synchrotron radiation excited O2 and N2 molecules. However, to 

reach such conclusions it is first necessary to study the variation of the intensity of a particular 

fluorescence emission line (Ia) as a function of the excitation energy (Eexc); i.e. it is necessary to obtain 

the so-called excitation functions. This, which might sound trivial provided the explanation of the DF 

experimental technique in section 3.2.1, is not so trivial if one considers all the processes involved in a 

single DF measurement, as the one presented in Fig. 22. For instance, by looking carefully at the 

spectrum, one can observe that the baseline of the spectrum slightly increases towards higher 

fluorescence wavelength.  
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This baseline mainly originates from the background photons recorded. Since the intensity of 

the different lines is only 10 to 50 counts above this baseline, one wants to completely remove 

whatever influence this baseline has on the intensity of the studied line. Since we are interested only in 

the peaks of the figure, (identified as emissions due to transitions between the two denoted excited 

states of N atoms) the baseline is removed by recording the same measurement without the N2 gas in 

the chamber, the background spectrum, and subtracting it from the one measured with gas. The 

background spectrum has to be scaled by a constant to fit the baseline level of spectrum measured with 

gas, to compensate for the decrease in photon flux from the storage ring between consecutive 

acquisitions. Once these operations have been implemented the areas of the fluorescence lines under 

study are obtained using a software tool, which automatically fits a function to the peak and gives the 

area of the peak.  

However, before using these areas to create the excitation functions, they have to be 

normalized against photon flux changes, since the photon flux differs with time and with photon 

energy, as shown in Fig. 13. This is necessary since the intensity of a fluorescence line is proportional 

to the number of excited atoms created in the particular state that fluoresces, and obviously this 

number of atoms in the excited state depends on the flux of incoming synchrotron photons. This 

normalization is implemented by measuring a reference molecular emission line (IM) for which the 

relative emission cross section (σM) is well known from total fluorescence measurements. This 

procedure can be formulated as follows. 
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Thus, the area of the reference molecular emission line (IM) divides the area of the 

fluorescence line under study (Ia). Then, the result is multiplied by the relative emission cross section 

value (σM) of the reference molecular line measured, for the excitation energy at which the spectrum 

was recorded. Hence, the normalized intensity of the fluorescence line under study (Ia
N) at a particular 

excitation energy (Ei
exc) is obtained. This value is free from errors originated by photon flux and gas 

pressure changes and background photons during the measurement. Thus, it can be used to learn about 

the variation of the studied fluorescence line throughout the excitation energy region studied. 

However, this value cannot be used to compare the relative populations of two different initial states 

giving rise to two different fluorescence lines because this value neither has been normalized against 

the quantum efficiency of the detector (Qeff) nor has been corrected by the different transition rates or 

Einstein coefficients (Anl) for each of the transitions giving rise to the fluorescence lines that are to be 

compared. These corrections are necessary because the detector has a different detection efficiency 

(quantum efficiency, Qeff) for different detected light wavelengths (λfl) and because different 

transitions between two atomic levels are characterized by different transition rates, Anl. Once these 

corrections have been made information about the number of atoms in the initial (upper) state can be 

obtained from the measured intensity of a fluorescence line as follows. 
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Thus, Nj
R is the relative population of the state j corresponding to the fluorescence line (λfl) at 

the excitation energy Ei
exc. By applying eqs. (28) and (29) to each measured fluorescence line intensity 

corresponding to an atomic transition, the relative populations presented in paper I are obtained. 

There, the NI fluorescence lines corresponding to the transitions 3p 4S0-3s 4P, 3p 4P0-3s 4P, 3p 4D0-3s 
4P and 3p 2D0-3s 2P (≡Ia) are measured and normalized by the N2

+ ++ Σ−Σ g
2

u
2 X B  (0;0), (0;1) and 

(0;2) molecular fluorescence lines (≡IM). The (0;0) molecular fluorescence line is used to normalize 

the 3p 4S0-3s 4P, 3p 4P0-3s 4P atomic emission lines since it is recorded in the same spectra. The (0;2) 

molecular line is used to normalize the 3p 4D0-3s 4P and 3p 2D0-3s 2P atomic emission lines since they 

are recorded in the same spectra. And the (0;1) molecular line is used to normalize both sets of 

measurements between themselves, since the four atomic transitions cannot be recorded at the same 
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time in only one spectrum. The σM for the N2
+ B X 2 2Σ Σu g

+ +−  (0;0), (0;1) and (0;2) molecular lines 

is known from previous measurements [68]. In paper II the excitation functions obtained are a slight 

variation of the ones provided by eq. (29). They are defined as formation ratios (ξnl), which provide 

the cross section for dissociation of the molecules of the target gas into a particular channel. They are 

obtained by applying the following equation. 
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where τ is the lifetime of the nl state. Thus, this is the ratio of molecules that dissociate to a 

particular excited atomic state j corresponding to the fluorescence line, λfl at particular excitation 

energy, Ei
exc. In paper II, the OI fluorescence lines corresponding to the atomic transitions 3p 5P-3s 5S0, 

3p 3P-3s 3S0, 4d 3D0-3p 3P, 5 to 7s 3S0-3p 3P, 5s 5S0-3p 5P and 4 to 5d 5D0-3p 5P (≡Ia) are measured and 

normalized by the O2
+ u

4
g

4 a b Π−Σ−  molecular fluorescence lines (≡IM). The σM for these 

molecular lines is known from previous measurements [53]. “…estesuno…entonses…” [69] 

 

3.3.2 Branching ratios 

 

 The non Franck-Condon studies presented in papers III and IV are obtained by measuring 

photoelectron spectra of synchrotron excited O2 and N2 molecules, respectively. As explained in 

chapter 2, from the Franck-Condon principle follows that the ratio between two vibrational transitions 

of two different electronic states should be almost constant, independent on the excitation energy, as 

long as the transition occurs in a direct vertical way. Thus, as long as we detect a fingerprint of two 

different vibrational transitions between the same electronic states of a molecule, we can apply the 

branching ratio data analysis technique. 

PES vibrational branching ratios. A typical PES spectrum of the O2
+ system studied in paper 

III is presented in Fig. 23. The fitted Gaussians provide an area for each peak. These areas (A) are 

proportional to the population of the corresponding vibrational state and they are used to calculate the 

vibrational branching ratios presented in papers III and IV. These branching ratios, R, can be 

expressed as follows 
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)R(E i
exc0v

i
exc31vi
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Fig. 23. Typical O2

+ PES spectrum (ο) acquired at excitation energy of 27 eV. The 
spectrum is deconvoluted using Gaussian profiles (thin full lines). The thick full line 
indicates the sum of all the fitted Gaussians.  
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Consequently, the branching ratio technique becomes a very sensible tool to probe the 

nce of autoionizing states through the observation of non Franck-Condon effects. The non 

k-Condon studies of synchrotron excited O2 and N2 molecules are summarized in chapter 5 and 

ssed in papers III and IV. 

 

3.3.3 Time of flight peak simulating code 

 

The basis of the EREICO technique used is the measurement of the ion TOF by detecting the 

in coincidence with energy resolved electrons. The electron analyser provides the start signal for 

iming electronics and the signal from the multichannel plate detector mounted in the Wiley-

aren TOF ion analyzer provides the stop, as indicated in Fig. 21. The TOF values measured by 

ype of analyzer depends on the mass (M) to charge (Q) ratio of the detected fragment [67] 
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Q
MT ∝       (32) 

 

Thus, different fragment masses can be identified from the TOF values obtained when 

measuring the mass spectra. The TOF is also proportional to the projection of the initial momentum of 

the ion in the direction of the analyzer axis [60,67]. Thus, it is possible to obtain information about the 

translational kinetic energy of the detected fragments and even total kinetic energy released in the 

dissociation process in two-body reactions by simulating the mass spectra peak shapes [60]. In all the 

experiments presented here the voltages applied across the interaction region (IR) for directing the 

ions into the TOF analyzer are relatively low. Therefore, the mass spectra peak shapes observed are 

strongly influenced by the kinetic energy of the ions. This is corroborated by the peak broadening and 

even splitting observed in the case of fast ions, originated by the delay in entering the analyzer 

between the ions moving initially away and those moving towards the analyzer, as in Fig. 24.  

Fig. 24. A region of an EREICO spectrum acquired at excitation energy 
of 350 eV, from paper VI. The circles are the experimental spectrum and 
the lines the simulated peak shapes. Underneath each peak the calculated 
fragment’s kinetic energy is given. 

 

From the EREICO mass spectra measured throughout the experiments discussed in papers V 

to VIII, values for the kinetic energies of the observed fragments are obtained from the different time 

of flight mass spectra peak shapes using the derivation from [67] including the kinetic energy of the 

fragment. The values determined for the kinetic energy of the fragments and total kinetic energies 

released in the different reactions studied have been estimated through Monte Carlo simulations of 

candidate dissociation processes in each case, using the simulating code written by Ph.D. P. 

Winiarczyk and Prof. M. Stankiewicz in Borland Delphi programming language.  
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The simulating code tries different total kinetic energy released values until a best fit is 

obtained for each measured TOF peak. The code’s computed TOF take into account the delay 

introduced by our data acquisition electronics, which is a value around hundreds of ns, the exact 

values depending on the characteristics of electronic components for each specific experiment (length 

of LEMO cables used, delay of electronic units, etc…). Besides, the electron TOF from its creation in 

the IR to its detection in the EA is also taken into account in the simulating code. The electron TOF in 

the EA depends on the pass energy of the EA and on the kinetic energy of the selected electrons. Thus, 

this can introduce different shifts from measurement to measurement with respect the expected TOF 

obtained by numerical simulations using the TOF equations from [67]. Therefore, this electron TOF is 

considered in the simulating code as follows. The electron mean kinetic energy (<k.e.>) is obtained as 

the average between the set kinetic energy for the electron analyzer (k.e.EA) and the set pass energy 

(Ep), as indicated in eq. (33). 

 

2
.... PEA Eekek +=       (33) 

 

The electron TOF in the lens stack and in the hemisphere of the EA is calculated as follows. 

Firstly, it has to be stated that the length of the lens stack (Ll) is determined to be 0.45 m and the 

length of the 125 mm hemisphere is about 0.4 m. Secondly the kinetic energy of the electrons can be 

expressed as 
2

2

2
1

2
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Thus, the time of flight (t) of the given electron with kinetic energy k.e.e- in the length L is 
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 The code generates the simulated ions according to a given kinetic energy distribution and the 

ions are emitted isotropically. This energy distribution is then adjusted until the best fit to the 

measured TOF peak is obtained. The simulations also account for the finite size of the source volume 

and the photon beam, but since space focusing conditions are fulfilled, these factors have only a minor 

effect on the peak shape [60,67]. The code assigns also to the ions a certain Gaussian kinetic energy 
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spread centered at the given kinetic energy values. This spread can be viewed as due to the projection 

of the initial states wave function onto the potential energy surfaces of the final states involved. The 

simulating code has been the basis of Ph.D. P. Winiarczyk thesis and therefore it is fully described 

there [70].  

 

3.3.4 Error calculation 

 

 The different excitation functions and branching ratio spectra presented in this thesis include 

the respective error bars associated to each experiment. These error bars have been calculated by 

applying error propagation theory [71]. In particular the calculation of the standard deviation (mean 

error) ∆σ, for each of the experimental functions (excitation functions and branching ratios) described 

in the former sections can be written as follows: 
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∂=σ∆      (36) 

 

Where F(xi,…,xn) is the experimental function used, xi are the different variables of the 

function, which are experimentally measured, and ∆xi are the instrumental errors associated to the 

measurement of the variable xi. Thus, the error bars associated to each experimental point of the 

spectra are calculated using eq. (36). However, the magnitude of the bars might be one to four times 

the value obtained from eq. (36). Table V presents the confidence intervals for each of these error bars 

magnitudes. 

 

 ∆∆∆∆σσσσ 2 x ∆∆∆∆σσσσ 3 x ∆∆∆∆σσσσ 4 x ∆∆∆∆σσσσ 

Confidence Interval (%) 70 95 99 99.9 

Table V. Confidence intervals for the different error bars magnitudes [71]. 
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Chapter 4 _______________________________________________________ 
 

Results 
 

 A more complete description of the systems studied N2, O2, SF6 and CD4 molecules is 

necessary here so the obtained results can be better framed within the existing knowledge for each of 

them. Some molecular data of interest, relevant for the studies performed are given bellow. The 

neutral dissociation processes presented in papers I-II themselves are a modest surprise, since the 

energy of the photons used is well above the ionization limit of the two molecules studied, as 

presented in Table VI.  

 

Molecule Ionization 

potential (eV) 

Neutral dissociation 

energy range (eV) 

Photoionization 

energy range (eV) 

N2 15.58 20-30 20-34 

O2 12.07 15-25 19-34 

Table VI. Ionization potentials [72] and synchrotron energy ranges scanned during the studies presented in 
this thesis. 

 

Thus, some kind of interaction occurring in the excited states in which the molecule ends up 

just after absorbing the synchrotron photon makes the absorbed energy to be used to break the bond 

between nuclei and yield two neutral, atomic fragments instead of being used to ionize the molecule. 

Secondly, papers III and IV present non Franck-Condon effects in the photoionization channels 

studied, which implies that the molecules, after absorbing the photon, do not immediately eject an 

electron and reach an ionic state, but instead they reach different neutral excited states. From these 

neutral excited states the molecules eventually eject an electron (autoionize) and reach the 

corresponding final ionic state, but in a very different way if we compare with those molecules that 

absorbed the photon, ejected the electron and directly reached the same final ionic state. A reminder of 

the electron configurations of the N2 and O2 molecules is given in table VII. Tables VIII and IX 

provide the electron configurations and the energies necessary to liberate an electron from a particular 

orbital of these two molecules. 

 

Molecule Ground state term Electron configuration 

N2 1Σg
+ 1σ2

g 1σ2
u 2σ2

g 2σ2
u 1π4

u 3σ2
g 

O2 3Σg
- 1σ2

g 1σ2
u 2σ2

g 2σ2
u 3σ2

g 1π4
u 1π2

g 

Table VII. Electron configurations of the N2 and O2 molecules [72,73] 
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N2 Electronic (Ionic) 

state 

Electron 

configuration [50] 

Vertical binding 

energy (eV) [72] 

 X 2Σg
+ 3σ1

g 15.58 

 A 2Πu 1π3
u 16.93 

 B 2Σu
+ 3σ1

g 1π3
u 1π1

g 18.75 

 C 2Σu
+ 3σ1

g 1π3
u 1π1

g 25.51 

 D 2Πgi 1π2
u 1π1

g (3) 26.00 

Table VIII. The most relevant N2 ionic states for the work presented in this thesis, their 
respective electronic configurations and vertical binding energies. 

 

O2 Electronic 

(Ionic) state 

Electron 

configuration [51] 

Vertical binding 

energy (eV) [73] 

 X 2Πg 1π1
g 12.31 

 A 2Πu 1π3
u 17.64 

 b 4Σg
- 3σ1

g 18.17 

 B 2Σg
- 3σ1

g 20.30 

 3 2Πu 1π3
u 23.90 

 c 4Σu
- 2σ1

u 24.56 

Table IX. As in Table VIII but for the O2 ionic molecular states. 

 

Recently, experimental and theoretical studies of the predissociation of the 2σu
-1 (c4Σu

-) nσg 
3Σu

- Rydberg series in O2, R(c) nsσ, [74] confirmed our results presented in paper III, where we 

assigned a strong non Franck-Condon feature around 21 eV in the branching ratio v=3/v=0 of the 

photoionization to the O2
+ X 2Πg state to autoionization of the v=0 and 1 levels of the R(c) series. 

There it was shown that the R(c) nsσ v=0 level mainly autoionizes while v=1 competes with 

predissociation. Moreover, electron spectroscopy studies of a new series converging to the b 4Σg
- state 

of O2
+ in the 19 eV region [75] show that autoionization of higher vibrational levels of these series and 

NRDERs that couple to Rydberg states in this energy region need to be taken into account. These data 

are missing in our figure 4 of paper III. They would confirm our assignment of the strong non Franck-

Condon feature observed from 19 eV to 22 eV and perhaps it would also contribute to explain the 

origin of the strong previously unobserved Franck-Condon breakdown up to 28 eV. In case of the N2 

molecule, high resolution photoelectron spectroscopy studies of the X and B ionic states [76] present 

non Franck-Condon effects in the X state, as already observed [4] whereas the B state does not show 

them in the energy region studied, as in paper IV. 
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For the coincidence experiments presented here, Table X below presents the electronic 

configurations of the SF6 and CD4 molecules. 

 

Molecule Ground state symmetry Ground state electron configuration 

SF6 Oh 
1a1g

2 2a1g
2 1eg

4 1t1u
6 3a1g

2 2t1u
6 4a1g

2 2eg
4 3t1u

6 5a1g
2 4t1u

6 1t2g
6 

3eg
4 x [1t2u

6 5t1u
6] 1t1g

6 [77] 

CD4 Td 1a1
2 2a1

2 1t2
6 [paper VI] 

Table X. Electron configurations of the SF6 and CD4 molecules. 

 

SF6 Type of orbital Vertical binding energy (eV) Fragment and its appearance energy 

 1t2 15.7 Formation of SF5
+ 

 1t2u, 5t1u 17.0 Formation of SF4
+ at around 18 eV 

 3eg 18.7 Formation of SF4
+ 

 1t2g 19.4 Formation of SF3
+ 

 4t1u 22.9 Formation of SF2
+ at around 26 eV 

 5a1g 26.8 Formation of SF2
+ [paper VII] 

Table XI. The SF6 outer orbitals studied in this thesis and the appearance energies for the observed fragments 
SFn

+ (n = 5-2) [3]. 
 

 Figure 25 presents a scheme of the ground state SF6 geometry. The experimental S-F bond 

equilibrium distance is around 1.55 Å [78]. The fragmentation of SF6 after valence photo excitation is 

discussed in paper VII. The ionization energies of the valence orbitals of interest are given in Table 

XI. The data have been confirmed in our studies presented in paper V and discussed in detail in paper 

VII. Moreover, our studies reveal the formation of SF2
+ even after selective ionization of the 5a1g 

orbital. This experimental observation was reported just once before in PEPICO experiments. The lack 

of experimental observations of this fragment in photoabsorption experiments is most probably due to 

the very weak partial ionization cross section into this state [79] as is further discussed in section 4.3 

and paper VII. The measurements of the CD4 fragmentation after valence photoexcitation are 

presented in paper V and discussed in detail for its relevance in different molecular relaxation 

processes in papers VI and VIII.  
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Figure 25. Scheme of the ground state SF6 geometry. 
 

CD4 Type of orbital and 

state term (symmetry) 

Vertical binding 

energy (eV)  

Comments 

From [43] 

           2B1(C2ν) 

1t2       2B2(D2d) 

           2A1(C3ν) 

12.43  

12.57  

12.94 

The 1t2
-1 state is triply degenerated. Jahn-

Teller interaction distorts the molecule to 

three lower symmetry states.  

Production of CD4
+ and CD3

+  

From [80] 2a1           - 22.39 Production of CD2
+ and CD+ [paper VI]  

From [80] 1a1           - 290.70 Complete CD4 fragmentation [paper VI] 

Table XII. The CD4 orbitals studied in this thesis, their ionization energies and production of CDn
+ (n = 4-1) 

fragments. 
 

Figure 26. CD4 ground state geometry. 
 

The ionization energies of the orbitals of interest are given in Table XII above together with 

the term symbols and symmetries of the 1t2
-1 valence states and the relevant fragment production 

observed for each orbital ionization. Figure 26 presents the ground state CD4 geometry. All the D-C-D 

S
F

F
F

D 

C 
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angles are 109.5 degrees and the C-D equilibrium distance is 1.1 Å [9]. All the measurements of the 

CD4 fragmentation after photoexcitation are presented in paper V. Papers VI and VIII discuss in detail 

the measured spectra and propose a model for their explanation. The data in table XII is the basis for 

the proposed explanation. Papers VI and VIII discuss widely the fragmentation after C 1s ionization 

and after core excited resonant Auger decay of the CD4 molecule, respectively. The CD4
+ relaxation 

dynamics after the 1t2 orbital ionization produce CD4
+ and CD3

+ fragments (formation ratio, 

CD3
+/CD4

+ = 0.8) until, at excitation energies below C 1s ionization, neutral core excited states are 

reached. The relaxation from these core-excited states seems to preferentially populate the 2A1(C3ν) 

state responsible for the CD3
+ fragment production [81] and therefore the formation ratio changes 

radically up to CD3
+/CD4

+ = 1.33. The mechanism responsible for this preferential population is still 

unknown but seems to be the same for all the core-excited states studied since all of them are 

accessible due to vibronic couplings with vibrational modes of the t2 symmetry [82]. For excitation 

energies above C 1s ionization, the fragmentation of the CD4 molecule is complete, as discussed in 

detail in paper VI. Sections 4.3 and 4.4 summarize the results obtained in the valence fragmentation 

studies of SF6 and CD4 and the core ionization of CD4, respectively. 

 

4.1 Neutral dissociation of N2 and O2 
 

 Neutral dissociation processes have been studied by detecting dispersed fluorescence from 

excited N and O atoms. In the case of N2, the excited atoms are created through excitations to 

members of the molecular Rydberg series of the N2 molecules, which predissociate. Hence, the 

following NI fluorescence lines corresponding to the 3p 4S0-3s 4P, 3p 4P0-3s 4P, 3p 4D0-3s 4P and 3p 
2D0-3s 2P atomic transitions are observed. From comparison with calculations using many-body 

perturbation theory it follows that predissociations of N2 Rydberg series converging to the C 2Σu
+ and 

D 2Πgi states in N2
+ are originated by a set of attractive non-Rydberg doubly excited resonances 

(NRDERs), whose potential curves should be similar to the ones presented in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 in 

paper I. The strongest of the predissociation channels observed seems to be mediated by NRDERs of 
1Σu

-, 1Πu and 1∆u symmetries leading to the limits 3p 4P0 and 3p 4D0, respectively. 

In the case of O2 the strongest emission occurs from the OI lines corresponding to the atomic 

transitions 3p 5P-3s 5S0, 3p 3P-3s 3S0. Their calculated excitation functions exhibit a line structure 

which may be attributed to the O2 Rydberg series R(A), R(b) and R(B). This experimental evidence 

and the follow up calculations suggest that the neutral photodissociation in the 15-20 eV region occurs 

after spin-allowed predissociations of the R(A), R(b) and R(B) Rydberg series, mediated by valence 

states (both singly and doubly excited) with the following triplet symmetries: 3Σu
+, 3Σu

-, 3Πu, and 3∆u. 

In the 20.5-25 eV region, emission also occurs from OI (nl) Rydberg states (n ≥ 4; 4d 3D0-3p 3P, 5 to 
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7s 3S0-3p 3P, 5s 5S0-3p 5P and 4 to 5d 5D0-3p 5P) as well as from the 3p 3,5P states. Their excitation 

functions show structures, which partially coincide with those of the O2 R(c) Rydberg series. No 

attempt to identify the associated predissociating states is made in view of the high density of states in 

this region. 

 

4.2 Non Franck-Condon effects in the photoionization of N2 and O2  
 

All studied photoionization channels present strong non Franck-Condon effects in their 

experimental vibrational branching ratios. The photoionization of N2 molecules to the N2
+ A 2Πu state 

has been studied using photoelectron spectroscopy. The performed work is the first systematic 

experimental and theoretical, vibrational branching ratio study of the photoionization to the N2
+ A 2Πu 

state in the 20-34 eV energy region. The spectra show a strong non Franck-Condon feature at around 

22 eV. Comparison between experimental data and theoretical ab initio computations of the branching 

ratios reveals that the 2σu shape resonance is not responsible for the observed non Franck-Condon 

behavior. Excitations to the doubly excited members of the R(C) and R(D) Rydberg series seem to be 

the origin of the observed features. In addition, excitation to a NRDER of 1Σ+
u symmetry existing at 

29.21 eV, with a doubly excited configuration 1πu
2 1πg 2πu, and to NRDERs of 1Πu symmetry at 29.26 

eV and 28.55 eV respectively, seem to produce the narrow non Franck-Condon structures observed 

around 28.25 and 29.25 eV.  

The photoionization of O2 molecules to the O2
+ X 2Πg state has also been studied using 

photoelectron spectroscopy. The σu shape resonance does not influence the ionization to the O2
+ X 2Πg 

state. Experimentally, the vibrational branching ratios for the v = 0-3 levels obtained up to 31 eV show 

a strong previously unobserved Franck-Condon breakdown up to 28 eV. Comparison between ab 

initio computations of vibrational branching ratios (and partial and total cross section for ionization to 

the X 2Πg state from 15 eV to 60 eV) and theoretical data reveals that the σu shape resonance is not the 

origin of the observed non Frank-Condon effects in the studied region. In addition, excitation to the 

R(B) and R(c) and perhaps to high vibrational levels of the R(b) Rydberg series and to existing 

valence states accounts only for some of the structures appearing in the measured branching ratios. 

 

4.3 Valence fragmentation of SF6 and CD4 
 

Fragmentation of the SF6 molecule after excitation with 100 eV synchrotron photons is studied 

with the EREICO technique, using the new station for multicoincidence experiments recently 

developed by our group. The mass spectra acquired in coincidence with the (1t1g+[5t1u1t2u]), (3eg+1t2g), 

4t1u and 5a1g electrons reveal strong selectivity in dissociation from these states. Total kinetic energy 
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released values for candidate reactions producing the observed SF5
+, SF4

+ and SF3
+ fragments are 

deduced and compared with those existing in the literature obtained with different techniques. Even 

formation of SF2
+ after selective ionization of the 5a1g orbital is observed, producing a small fraction 

of very low kinetic energy SF2
+ fragments. These could be created as follows. Due to the geometry of 

the SF6 molecule the SF2 forms a symmetrical, linear S-F-S core being surrounded by four fluorine 

atoms lying symmetrically in a perpendicular plane. In the proposed scenario, this core is left almost 

stationary and the ejected fluorine atoms take the excess energy. 

Fragmentation of the CD4 molecule after excitation with 70 eV synchrotron photons is studied 

for the first time with the EREICO technique. The mass spectra acquired in coincidence with the 1t2 

electrons reveal production of CD4
+ and CD3

+ fragments (formation ratio, CD3
+/CD4

+ = 0.8) only. 

These fragments are produced after dissociations from the three possible 1t2
-1 CD4

+ Jahn-Teller 

distorted states 2B1 (of C2v symmetry), 2B2 (of D2d symmetry) and 2A1 (of C3v symmetry). For the 2a1
-1 

state only the D+, CD+ and CD2
+ fragments are observed. The parent CD4

+ ion formed is always 

unstable and does not dissociate into CD3
+ fragments. This is correlated with a similar strong coupling 

to the dissociation continuum in methane. At the 2a1
-1 threshold, H+ and CH+ appear and there is also 

production of CH2
+. The CH3

+ fragment is either not formed in predissociation of the 2a1
-1 state or is 

subject to further decay processes. One of the possible mechanisms for the production of CH2
+ could 

be predissociation of the 2a1
-1 state by the repulsive states of 2A1 (of C2v symmetry) computed in the 

energy region of the 2a1
-1. 

 

4.4 Fragmentation of CD4 below and above C 1s ionization  
 

The fragmentation studies of CD4 below and above C 1s ionization have been performed also 

for the first time using EREICO measurements. Below C 1s ionization, relaxation via participator 

Auger decay from several core-excited states has been monitored. A summary of the obtained results 

is presented in section 4.4.1 and in paper VIII. The results of the studies above the C1s ionization of 

the CD4 molecule are presented in section 4.4.2 and paper VI. 

 

4.4.1 Below C 1s ionization 

 

Selective excitation of the C 1s(1a1)→3sa1 and C 1s(1a1) !3pt2 and 3pt2 + v Rydberg 

transitions produce CD3
+ and CD4

+ fragments. The production of CD3
+ is enhanced up to 68% after C 

1s excitation to different core excited states with respect to the ratio observed after direct ionization of 

the 1t2 orbital. This enhancement is correlated with the different geometrical and dynamical changes 

that the molecule experiences when relaxing via participator Auger decay from the core-excited states. 
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These changes seem to favor the decay to the CD4
+ 2A1(C3v) state over the other possible states of the 

CD4
+ ground state ion through different relaxation mechanisms depending on the core-excited state 

they decay from. From this state, the CD4
+ is energetically allowed to undergo dissociation into CD3

+ 

+ D. The mechanism responsible for this preferential population is still unknown but seems to be the 

same for all the core-excited states studied since all the core excited states studied are accessible due 

to vibronic couplings with vibrational modes of the t2 symmetry. These results are the first 

experimental evidence of core-excited induced dissociation in the CD4 molecule. 

 

4.4.2 Above C 1s ionization 

 

The photoionization of the C 1s (1a1) core orbital by 350 eV photons reveals a rich 

fragmentation pattern, compared to those patterns obtained after outer and inner valence orbital 

photoionization. The C 1s ionization is followed by electronic Auger decay creating CD4
2+. This 

relaxation mechanism causes a more complete fragmentation of the molecule than the direct valence 

photoionization. The study reveals that carbon core ionization opens new photodissociation pathways 

not available in the valence ionization regime. With the aid of ab initio quantum chemistry 

calculations, a two-step model of the dissociation following normal Auger decay after carbon core 

ionization is proposed. The CD4
2+ molecule first undergoes dissociation into CD3

+ + D+. This process 

converts a large amount of potential energy into translational and vibrational energy of the fragments. 

Thus, in some cases the vibrational energy of the CD3
+ fragment is enough to produce a secondary 

dissociation creating CD2
+, CD+ and C+ fragments, as experimentally detected. The translational 

kinetic energy computed for these lighter fragments from the experimental mass spectra is 

progressively smaller. This is accounted for in the proposed model since more of the available energy 

is used as vibrational energy to further dissociate the CD3
+ fragment. This sequential dissociation 

scenario presented is an alternative to the simultaneous multiparticle dissociation scenario. 
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